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. Externally, she seemed to have it all: walking the runway for Giorgio Armani, commercials for
businesses from Oil of Olay to Mercedes Benz, worldwide attention, and all of the glamour
that comes with the fashion industry. But she quickly found that this world is not all glitter and
precious metal.Discover the Freedom to be the lady God Made At the age of eight, Jennifer
Strickland entered the world of modeling, beginning a trip that took her to the runways of
Milan.. Within these pages you'll get an inside go through the industry and you will find a
female who struggled simply as you do. Woman Perfect is the haunting tale of Jennifer’s trip
from fashion to faith. The principles of accurate beauty she shares will shatter the illusion that
beauty and achievement satisfy, leading you to the effective, lasting understanding of who
you are in God’s sight: his beloved child, handcrafted to reflect His glory to the world.
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Totally Excellent Totally excellent! I recommend this book for mothers, fathers of daughters,
daughters, wives and friends! A Great read on the topic from a retreat AN EXCELLENT read
from the writer after attending a womens retreat about them.I purchased the e-book by
mistake and used my husbands Kindle. First-time experiencewith the Kindle was fun. The
name of the publication was this issue for our womens retreat.. I'll give it apart easily tellany
more. Browse it and enjoy. Strickland is an extremely good writer Even though I am still not
religious after reading Young lady Perfect Ms.. Jennifer Strickland has written a lovely
testament to God, posting her walk to faith. Wake up contact for any dude whether
considering a modeling job or not.ps: i think someone should start thinking about translations
to other languages, prefer to portuguese! God's moving Why is me pay so very much
attention in this reserve is how honest the writer is about her life. And what a powerfull real life
story! At the time I was recovering from a 7 year struggle with Anorexia, Bulimia, slicing,
melancholy and suicidal thoughts. WHEN I was done with it, I re-dedicated to spending
additional time with the Lord each morning so that I could be refreshed and renewed and
reminded of my value in Him.Another point that is so cool is usually that you cannot read it if
you dont have a Bible with you. So it is about the just truth that is in Jesus Christ! Being a one
who considers herself quite self-aware and independent, this publication did not really make
an impression on me. This is an amazing tale of how an imperfect females came to find true
perfection the hard method. This was a fascinating story. I want I had ... This was an interesting
story. We asked countless people about assets for young ladies coping with eating disorders,
picture, cutting, value, and unhappiness. . When I heard Jennifer speak at the age of 17, her
testimony and Jesus speaking through her transformed my life forever.. though I am still not
religious after reading Woman Perfect Ms. This is an incredible story of how an imperfect
women found find .Strickland is a very good writer. It's simply as well darn interesting and
uplifting to spread.. She writes with heartfelt conviction that shows a true compassion for the
reader. It is a story filled up with the pain of being "perfect" in the eye of the world and how
God alone packed that void. I wish I could help young ladies, older women and girls to start to
see the truth as mentioned in Jennifer's book. As Reviewed on CBN.com Girl Perfect is an ideal
10 in my reserve. Jennifer Strickland has written among the best books I've read in years, and I
feel compelled to shout from the rooftops that females all over the place should read it.
Despite the fact that I already knew the finish of the tale (God's salvation and healing for
Jennifer) I so loved reading about the amazing and supernatural ways that God revealed
Himself to her. Strickland weaves the story of her years as a runway model with biblical
teaching in a way that's both appealing and meaningful. Although I truly enjoyed every single
chapter of Girl Ideal, the last half of the publication is particularly gripping. It's a lot more than
simply beautifully written and expertly arranged--it's compelling, heartbreaking, and
undeniably authentic.On an individual note, my office bookshelves are bursting with stacks of
books to read, review, and eventually pass on. Girl Perfect, however, will not be offered. Her
tale, the truths God taught her, how she weaved in the tales from God’s phrase, and the
practical application was all an answer to a prayer my parents and I had for a long time. I can't
spend the it. Touching and Inspirational! Also, I've a fourteen year previous daughter who I
understand will greatly love this particular book when she's a little bit older (a few of
Strickland's stories certainly are a bit edgy for early teen women in my opinion). Life-changing
Reading Girl Perfect was seriously lifestyle changing for me. I heard Jennifer speak at age 18
at Crossroads church in corona.I assume every woman can identify a little bit with Jennifer.
Developing up, I visited a big church, who experienced a big reserve store with various assets.



I would have liked to discover in the publication a mention of the enemy's ways and lies, and
how exactly to detect this and battle it when we're trying to heal or grow in god, the father. I
desire I had read this when I was a woman and suffering with anorexia. But nobody seemed to
know of any books.. After service I purchased her book, and read it in about 3 days. It's made
the fantastic leap from my office bookshelf to my living room bookshelf. At age 26 I re-read
this book again earlier this week. The same truths, the same story, same wisdom that I browse
at age 18 brought s deeper healing to my soul. Not really what I expected. There was no
mention of the enemy, and realistically, it's the enemy that wants us to hear his lies rather than
progress inside our lives.and how the Lord is the only One to satisfy this. They come from god,
the father, not the world, and this book details this perfectly.) This is simply not what I came
across here. The book is well written, and the biblical references are spot on regarding Ms.
Strickland's trip to personal acceptance and the acceptance of God into her lifestyle.If I were
you, I would for sure buy it! I experienced myself questioning the author's actions and
motivations instead of my own that i know was the reason for the publication. I wish I had
made more of a connection, as that is what I was longing for based on the other reviews. Great
book A great publication, thoroughly relates our longings and really wants to God's will and
love for all of us.This book is such a robust instrument of God, specially when you pray before,
asking that The Holy Spirit can make you live the fact the book talks about. Her publication
made me understand the same wishes and longings I have had during the past (and was
healed from by god, the father) and the existing ones.This book gives a real good view how
we all continue that journey.. Strickland's reserve to be motivational about the appears versus
intelligence controversy as well as accepting yourself. I recommend this reserve to any girl, at
any age group, so they as well, can understand what their true worth, beauty, worth and
talents result from. (She had not browse it, but was heading predicated on her presentation.
However in Jr high and senior high school when my parents and I went there to try and find
resources to help me with my struggles, there was none to be found. After hearing her speak,
my best friend recommended Ms.
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